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ABSTRACT
The investigated problem deals with selection of business intelligence software represented as
multi-attribute group decision making problem. A group of experts with different experience and
knowledge is involved to evaluate the features of the software and make the selection. The major
challenge is to aggregate different points of view of experts to determine the optimal choice from
given set of software alternatives. For the goal, a modification of simple additive weighting method
is proposed. In contrast to classical simple additive weighting approach the new utility function
takes into account also importance of experts' points of view. The described approach is
implemented in MS Excel environment for real problem of business-intelligence software selection.
Three different levels of knowledge and experience of group members are considered. The
numerical results show that optimal choice is influenced by importance of experts' evaluations
expressed by corresponding weighted coefficients. This proves the effectiveness of proposed
approach for group decision making in real life applications.
KEYWORDS: different importance of experts’ opinions, modified simple additive weighting
method, MS Excel application, multi-attribute group decision making.

1. INTRODUCTION
Today using of digital technologies can be recognized as a driving force for innovation in all human
being activities including the area of business intelligence. The new business challenges require
using of digital technology as business intelligence tools to optimize and improve productivity,
quality of products and customer service. In this respect, the selection of most appropriate business
intelligence software (BIS) is an important issue. BIS software is capable to process and analyze
corporate data and to produce different reports to support the business processes management. This
kind of software involves variety of metrics to measure and compare business indicators able to
show strengths and weaknesses.
The investigated problem concerns selection of BIS from several potential BIS according to the set
of evaluation criteria. This selection is realized via multi-attribute group decision making
(MAGDM) process by a group of experts. The major challenge is to get optimal alternative by
aggregation of different point of view of all experts toward evaluation criteria together with
differences in experts’ knowledge and experience. The differences in experts’ importance
evaluations are considered by introducing of weighted coefficients for each of experts.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
The intense competition among business corporations makes the selection of proper BIS significant
for business success (Sureeyatanapas et al., 2018). The problem of this selection is complex as large
number of criteria needs to be evaluated toward given set of possible alternatives. Alternatives'
ranking algorithm based on multicriteria optimization is proposed for quantitative reasonable
decision making (Mustakerov & Borissova, 2013). Other approach suitable for quantitative and
qualitative selection problem is realized by integrating of traditional decision support system with
the advances of expert system (Borissova & Mustakerov, 2012). To be more objective the selection
process, a group of experts with different competency should be involved (Korsemov et al., 2018).
The strategies of decision making can be divided on compensatory or no compensatory strategies
(Keeney & Raiffa, 1993). The compensatory strategy in decision making rely on set of suitable
attributes to the decision, assigning weights to express attribute importance and calculation overall
score for each alternative leading to rational decisions. The methods based on no compensatory
decisions simplify the decision process by using of some kind of heuristics (Lee & Anderson,
2009). Representative examples of compensatory strategy in decision making are the mathematical
methods based on multi-attribute utility theory (Dyer, 2005). The major effort in multi-attribute
decision making (MADM) methods is put on the construction of utility function to estimate
alternatives in accordance to the performance criteria (Mulliner et al., 2016). In cases, where more
than one decision-maker is involved, this utility function needs to be modified to consider a group
of decision experts, i.e. to use group decision making (GDM) methods. All of these considerations
transform the BIS selection problem to multi-attribute group decision making problem. Many
applications for decision problems with multiple criteria are realized using popular and well known
spreadsheets software (Perzina & Ramik, 2014; Jablonsky, 2014; Borissova, 2008).
3. MULTI-ATTRIBUTE GROUP DECISION MAKING CONSIDERING DIFFERENCE IN
KNOWLEDGE OF EXPERTS
The challenge in MAGDM is to consider the group members expertise and importance of their
evaluations. In the article, the most commonly used and well known Simple Additive Weighting
(SAW) method is modified to take into account this issue.
3.1. Simple Additive Weighting
The SAW is the oldest and well known method for multiple attribute decision making (Hwang &
Yoon, 1981). The technique of SAW consists in assigning to each alternative a sum of values of the
evaluation criteria and weighted coefficients for relative importance of particular criterion. For the
goal, the weighted average for each alternative is multiplied by weighted coefficient of each
criterion with the assessment of the alternative against this criterion. The overall estimates for each
of the alternatives Ai is calculated as (Triantaphyllou, 2000):
N

Ai*

= max

w a ,
j ij

for i = 1,2,...,M

(1)

j =1

N

where wj are weights for relative importance of evaluation criteria with restriction

w

j

= 1 , N is

j =1

number of evaluation criteria, M is number of alternatives, aij is the evaluation of performance of ith alterative toward j-th criterion.
In the case of maximization of the relation (1), the best alternative would be the one that has a
maximum value for evaluation under all criteria. It is assumed that the data for assessing
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alternatives toward criteria are expressed in uniform dimensions. Otherwise, the normalization
should be done and the relation (1) is transformed as follows:

 w (a )
N

Ai* = max

for i = 1,....,M

ij norm ,

j

j =1

(2)

The normalized value (aij)norm can be determined in two ways depending on whether maximization
or minimization of usefulness in an attribute is considered (Geldermann & Schobel, 2011). For
maximization of criteria the normalization is:

(aij ) norm =

aij

(aij ) norm =

or

aijmax

aijmax − aij

(3)

aijmax − aijmin

and for minimization of criteria it is:

(aij ) norm =

aijmin

(aij ) norm =

or

aij

aij − aijmin

(4)

aijmax − aijmin

Due the well structured problem described above it can be represented by decision matrix (Rao,
2013):

Alternatives
A1
A2
A3
….
Am

Table 1. Decision matrix
Criteria & weights
C1
C2
…..
(w1)
(w2)
a11
a12
a21
a22
a31
a32
…
…
am1
am2
Source: adapted from Rao (2013), p. 4

Cn
(wn)
a1n
a2n
a3n
…
amn

In this decision matrix m is given number of alternatives, n is number of evaluation criteria
(attributes), wn is the weighted coefficient for n-th criterion, amn is the evaluation score for m-th
alternative toward n-th criterion.
3.2. Modified Simple Additive Weighting (MSAW)
In contrast to widely accepted applications of SAW, the MSAW considers the existence of different
significance of experts’ points of view due their differences in knowledge and experience. This is
taken into account by introducing of weighed coefficients for each expert. The proposed MSAW is
as follows:

  (w (a ) )
K

A* = max

k =1

k

M

N

j

ij norm

i =1 j =1
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w

j

=1

(6)

=1

(7)

j =1

K



k

k =1

where k express the weighted coefficients for expertise of the group members, K is number of
experts (k = 1,…,K), i is index of alternatives (i = 1,…, M), j is index of evaluation criteria
N

(j = 1,…,N), wj is the coefficient for relative importance of j-th criterion,

 (w a )
j ij

k

represents the

j =1

performance of alternatives from the k-th expert’ point of view.
The corresponding MSAW decision matrix is shown in Table 2.
Table 2. MSAW decision matrix
Experts &
Weighted coefficients
for their expertise

Е1
(1)

Evaluation criteria & corresponding weights
Alternatives

C1

C2

w11

w12

…..

Cn
w1n

A1

1
a1.1

a1.1 n

A2

a12,1

a12. n

Am

a1m,1

a1m. n

….

…

…

k

k

….
…

w1
Еk
(k)

w2

…

…
wnk

A1

a1.1k

a1.k n

A2

k
a2,1

a2.k n

k

am.k n

….
am,1
Am
Source: made by authors

In MSAW decision matrix m is the number of alternatives, n is number of evaluation criteria, wnk is
the weighted coefficient for n-th criterion defined by k-th expert, am.k n is the evaluation score for mth alternative toward n-th criterion according to the opinion of k-th expert.
Using the formulation (5) – (7) allows to determine the optimal alternative taking into account not
only alternatives evaluations ( am.k n ) in accordance to the criteria and their relative importance ( wnk )
but also considering the weighted coefficients for expertise of the group members (k). The used
weighted coefficients for expertise of the group members’ k could be determined by high level
managers or by other authorised person.
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4. MS EXCEL APPLICATION
The proposed modified simple additive weighting for optimal choice is implemented as MS Excel
tool. The described group decision making model (5) – (7) is used for determination of the optimal
choice of BIS using real data. The corresponding Excel table is shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Choice of BIS by group decision making via MSAW in MS Excel environment
Source: made by authors
The experts should evaluate the BIS alternatives by scores within values between 0 and 1, i.e. they
are uniform and no normalization is needed. The higher value of estimation scores means better
performance of alternative toward criteria, i.e. aij = 1 is used for the best performance and aij = 0 is
used for the worst. The determination of the optimal alternative for BIS by MSAW and GDM is
based on the following input data:
• Five BIS are considered as five possible alternatives: A-1 (Tableau), A-2 (Quik View), A-3
(SAP Business Objects), A-4 (IBM Cognos Analytics) and A-5 (SQL Server).
• These BIS are to be evaluated toward the following criteria: 1) deployment, 2) training, 3)
support, 4) business-intelligence software features, 5) ease of use, 6) recommendations by
other users, 7) price. The deployment criterion is focused on features as cloud, SaaS
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(software as a service), Web, installations on Mac, Windows, mobile installations on
Android Native, iOS Native. The criterion for training concerns organized activity related
with instructions to improve the user's performance as documentation, webinars, live online
and in person, while the criterion for support is focused on online support and support over
business hours. BIS features are parameters: ad hoc analysis, ad hoc query, ad hoc reports,
benchmarking, budgeting and forecasting, dashboard, data analysis, data visualization, key
performance indicators, OLAP (online analytical processing), performance metrics,
predictive analytics, profitability analysis, strategic planning, trend or problem indicators.
Criterion for ease of use is expressed by hours needed to train before starting to use the
product. The experience of other users of product is another criterion including information
about satisfaction of customers, their complaints and recommendations, etc. The criterion
about the price and different payment options (payment on delivery, payment in advance,
deferred payment or decreasing of price per certain numbers of licenses and so on) is always
worth to consider.
• The evaluation of these 5 BIS alternatives accordingly to the given 7 criteria are done by
group of 3 experts. The group is composed of experts with different competency area:
financial consultant (E-1), IT specialist (E-2), and final user of the product (E-3).
These input data are entered in cells G4:M21 (Fig. 1). The expert E-1 enters the coefficients for
relative importance of each criterion in cells G4:M4. His evaluation scores of alternatives toward to
criteria are entered in cells G5:M9. Expert E-2 enters his coefficients and evaluations in cells
G10:M15 and expert E-3 fills up these data in cells G16:M21. Three different sets of weighting
coefficients are used to simulate three different scenarios for various expertises of group members.
These weighted coefficients express the difference in experts’ knowledge and relation to the
problem and are entered by high level managers in the cells B5:B9, B11:B15 and B17:B21 for
Case-1, for Case-2 – in cells C5:C9, C11:C15 and C17:C21 and for Case-3 the corresponding cells
are D5:D9, D11:D15 and D17:D21. The overall performance of alternative A-1 for Case-1,
considering all data for it (weighted coefficients for evaluation criteria and evaluation scores of all 3
experts together with coefficients for expertise of experts’) is calculated by mean of the formula in
cell G25:
=B5*(G5*G4+H5*H4+I5*I4+J5*J4+K5*K4+L5*L4+M5*M4) +
B11*(G11*G10+H11*H10+I11*I10+J11*J10+K11*K10+L11*L10+M11*M10) +
B17*(G17*G16+H17*H16+I17*I16+J17*J16+K17*K16+L17*L16+M17*M16)

(8)

The performance scores of alternative A-2 is calculated similarly as A-1 by using of the formula
entered in cell G26:
=B5*(G6*G4+H6*H4+I6*I4+J6*J4+K6*K4+L6*L4+M6*M4) +
B11*(G12*G10+H12*H10+I12*I10+J12*J10+K12*K10+L12*L10+M12*M10) +
B17*(G18*G16+H18*H16+I18*I16+J18*J16+K18*K16+L18*L16+M18*M16)

(9)

The overall scores of other alternatives are calculated as follows:
• for alternative A-3 in cell G27:
=B5*(G7*G4+H7*H4+I7*I4+J7*J4+K7*K4+L7*L4+M7*M4) +
B11*(G13*G10+H13*H10+I13*I10+J13*J10+K13*K10+L13*L10+M13*M10) +
B17*(G19*G16+H19*H16+I19*I16+J19*J16+K19*K16+L19*L16+M19*M16)
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•

for alternative A-4 in cell G28:

=B5*(G8*G4+H8*H4+I8*I4+J8*J4+K8*K4+L8*L4+M8*M4) +
B11*(G14*G10+H14*H10+I14*I10+J14*J10+K14*K10+L14*L10+M14*M10) +
B17*(G20*G16+H20*H16+I20*I16+J20*J16+K20*K16+L20*L16+M20*M16)
•

(11)

for alternative A-5 in cell G29:

=B5*(G9*G4+H9*H4+I9*I4+J9*J4+K9*K4+L9*L4+M9*M4) +
B11*(G15*G10+H15*H10+I15*I10+J15*J10+K15*K10+L15*L10+M15*M10) +
B17*(G21*G16+H21*H16+I21*I16+J21*J16+K21*K16+L21*L16+M21*M16)

(12)

In the same way the rest two cases (Case-2 and Case-3) are entered in the corresponding cells to
obtain the alternatives performance (Fig. 1).
The best alternative performance in Case-1 is calculated in cell G30 as:
=MAX(G25:G29)

(13)

For the rest 2 cases, the best alternative performance is calculated in the same way in cells I-30 and
K30. The introduced weighted coefficients for the knowledge and experience of each of experts can
be different according the specific problem which adds flexibility of the proposed modeling
approach.
5. RESULTS AND DISSCUSION
The results by using the described approach implemented as MS Excel tool, considering 3 different
cases of weighted coefficients for representation of the experts’ importance are shown in Table 3.

Case
Case-1
Case-2
Case-3

Table 3. Results of application of MSAW for GDM
Weighted coefficients for experts’ importance
The most preferable
alternative
E-1
Е-2
Е-3
0.15
0.45
0.40
A-1
0.18
0.38
0.44
A-1
0.33
0.33
0.34
A-2
Source: made by authors

The solution results are illustrated graphically in Fig. 2 to visualize the performance of alternatives
by using the proposed MSAW.
In Case-1, where the most important are the evaluations of expert E-2, followed by E-3 and E-1 the
solution determines as optimal alternative A-1, closely followed by A-2 (Fig.2). In Case-2 where
the most important are the evaluations of expert E-3, followed by E-2 and E-1 the optimal
alternative is also alternative A-1 followed by A-2 (Fig.2). Case-3 expresses experts’ points of view
as equal importance and the corresponding optimal solution is the alternative A-2 (Fig. 2).
Using of weighted coefficients for the experts’ evaluations importance allows determining optimal
solution taking into account the differences in qualification and experience of expert to the
investigated problem. The numerical results prove the effectiveness of proposed approach for group
decision making and could be used for different real life problems.
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Figure 2. Graphical illustration of alternatives performance by MSAW for GDM
Source: made by authors
In contrast to the classic MADM methods, the proposed modification of classical SAW includes
new utility function and adds additional restriction concerning weighted coefficients for the group
members’ expertise. This provides flexibility that better reflects the real life scenarios for GDM
than classical SAW.
The described structure of MS Excel spreadsheet can be modified to meet the requirements of other
problems for choice by group decision making considering experts’ importance. The increasing
number of columns will correspond to more evaluation criteria, while additional rows will reflect in
increasing of the number of alternatives and group members.
6. CONCLUSIONS
In the article is proposed modified simple additive weighting approach. The distinguish feature of
this modification is introducing of weighted coefficients expressing the differences of group
members evaluations’ importance. For the goal, a new formulation of utility function is proposed
and additional restriction for experts’ weighted coefficients is included. This feature is essential to
get more grounded and reasonable determination of the best alternative by group decision making
techniques for many real life applications. The users of the described Excel tool should structure the
data for other type of problems following five basic components: 1) evaluation criteria, 2)
coefficients for criteria importance, 3) set of alternatives, 4) group of experts and 5) weighted
coefficients for group’ members expertise. By the described framework of MS Excel spreadsheet,
all of these input data will determine the optimal alternative while considering different experts’
points of view.
Future developments of the proposed approach are related to the use of other methods based on the
multi-attribute utility theory, in terms of the possibilities to apply different levels of knowledge and
experience of experts in the group decision making process.
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